Magnetic resonance imaging of the triangular fibrocartilage complex.
Magnetic resonance imaging of seven fresh human cadaveric specimens was used to evaluate the integrity of the triangular fibrocartilage complex of the wrist. A variety of imaging parameters were systematically investigated, including T1-weighted images with and without contrast, long repetition times, short echo time images, and T2-weighted sequences. A variety of imaging planes were also evaluated. Wrist arthrography, dissection, and frozen coronal sections were done to substantiate our interpretations of the magnetic resonance images. T2-weighted images in the coronal plane proved to be of the greatest diagnostic value because the synovial fluid of the joint spaces serves as an excellent endogenous contrast agent. Long repetition time, short echo time sequences could be simultaneously obtained with T2-weighted sequences with the use of a multi-echo pulse sequence to provide an excellent diagnostic package in the future. On the basis of our investigation, the triangular fibrocartilage complex can be consistently and accurately evaluated with magnetic resonance imaging. As magnetic resonance imaging technology improves, wrist probes and suitable magnets should become available that will make the evaluation of triangular fibrocartilage complex abnormalities with magnetic resonance imaging clinically useful.